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Transcriptional regulatory factor complexes assemble on genomic
response elements to control gene expression. To gain insights on the surfaces that determine this assembly in the zinc binding domains from
intracellular receptors, we systematically analyzed the variations in
sequence and function of those domains in the context of their invariant
fold. Taking the intracellular receptor superfamily as a whole revealed a
hierarchy of amino acid residues along the DNA interface that correlated
with response element binding speci®city. When only steroid receptors
were considered, two additional sites appeared: the known dimer interface, and a novel putative interface suitably located to contact regulatory
factors bound to the free face of palindromic response elements commonly used by steroid receptors. Surprisingly, retinoic acid receptors, not
known to bind palindromic response elements, contain both of these surfaces, implying that they may dimerize at palindromic elements under
some circumstances. This work extends Evolutionary Trace analysis of
functional surfaces to protein-DNA interactions, suggests how coordinated exchange of trace residues may predictably switch binding speci®city, and demonstrates how to detect functional surfaces that are not
apparent from sequence comparison alone.
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Introduction
Intracellular receptors (IRs) constitute the largest
superfamily of eukaryotic transcription factors. In
response to small extracellular ligands such as steroid, thyroid and retinoid hormones, they bind to
speci®c genomic response elements (REs) and exert
transcriptional regulation over development, differentiation, growth and homeostasis in virtually all
cell types (Tsai & O'Malley, 1994). The receptorligand complex binds to its REs through a wellPresent address: O. Lichtarge, Department of Human
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conserved, 60 residue domain that coordinates two
zinc ions (zinc ®nger type II). These IR zinc binding domains (ZBDs) can by themselves dimerize
and bind DNA, and their structures have been
determined both on and off DNA (Lee et al., 1993;
Luisi et al., 1991; Rastinejad et al., 1995; Schwabe
et al., 1990, 1993). The bound receptors then regulate transcription initiation from nearby genes,
using regulatory domains housed in regions Nterminal and/or C-terminal to the ZBD.
There are many modes of association between
ZBDs and DNA. The simplest class of REs comprises two hexameric ``half-sites'', for which two
consensus sequences have been described, AGGTCA or AGAACA (Klock et al., 1987; Martinez et al.,
1987). These half-sites are separated by 0 to 6 basepair spacers, and can be arranged as palindromes,
direct repeats or inverted repeats. Such distinct
half-site arrangements imply important differences
in the ZBD-RE quaternary structures at different
REs (Parker, 1993) (Figure 1). For example, steroid
receptor ZBDs homodimerize head to head (HH
con®guration) at palindromic REs (Luisi et al.,
1991), whereas all-trans retinoic acid receptor
(RAR) ZBDs heterodimerize with 9-cis retinoic acid
# 1997 Academic Press Limited
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Figure 1. Zinc binding domains of intracellular receptors
bind ``simple response elements'' in alternative con®gurations. In the steroid subfamily, REs are imperfect palindromes of hexameric half-sites (red arrows) separated
by a 3 bp spacer sequence. In other subfamilies, such as
retinoids, REs consist of direct or inverted half-site
repeats, separated by 0 to 6 base-pairs. Each ZBD (in
green) binds one half-site; hence steroid ZBDs dimerize
HH, while retinoid IRs dimerize HT, or TT. Additionally, some orphan receptors bind as monomers to
extended half-sites.

receptor (RXR) ZBDs head to tail (HT) or tail to tail
(TT) at direct or inverted repeats, respectively
(Mader et al., 1993). In addition, certain ``orphan''
receptors, for which ligands have not been identi®ed, bind single, extended half-sites as monomers
(Harding & Lazar, 1993; Wilson et al., 1993). Moreover, different interactions occur when IRs bind to
at least two other classes of non-consensus REs.
One class comprises both protein and DNA
components (Candeliere et al., 1996; Pearce &
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Yamamoto, 1993; Scarlett & Robins, 1995; Starr
et al., 1996), and another class consists of protein
alone (Imai et al., 1993; Konig et al., 1992). Hence, it
is apparent from these diverse modes of assembly
onto REs that the formation of regulatory complexes involves multiple surfaces for intermolecular interactions. Given the striking similarity of
simple RE half-site sequences, it is likely that
additional surfaces are critical as well to generate
speci®c binding and regulatory responses through
interactions with factors other than the RE half-site
sequences alone. A full understanding of gene
regulation requires de®nition of these interfaces.
One strategy for identifying such interfaces is to
construct and assay the phenotypes of point
mutants, and to correlate these observations with a
three-dimensional structure. This approach is limited, however, by the cost and effort involved in
engineering mutations, and by the sensitivity and
complexity of the phenotypic assays. During evolution, a more extensive set of genetic variants has
been explored within gene families through random mutations and natural selection (Blundell &
Wood, 1975; Donnelly et al., 1994; Lander, 1996;
Zuckerkandl & Pauling, 1965). The sequences of
different family members record these ``real life''
experiments, and provide a perspective on how
variation at each position of a protein structure is
tolerated, or may impart functional speci®city.
Thus, in a large gene family that is structurally
characterized, we can exploit the genetic record to
construct a retrospective analysis of sequencestructure-function relationships. This approach is
embodied in the evolutionary trace method (ET;
Lichtarge et al., 1996b). Previous applications of ET
have explored protein-peptide interactions of SH2
and SH3 domains (Lichtarge et al., 1996b), anticipated the interaction surfaces between a Ga subunit and a G protein-coupled receptor (Lichtarge
et al., 1996a; Onrust et al., 1997), and facilitated the
design of an interhelical metal binding site in rhodopsin (Sheikh et al., 1996). Here, we search for
and characterize functional surfaces in the IR
ZBDs.

Results and Discussion
Only one surface is conserved across the
entire IR superfamily
In the context of a known structure, ET identi®es
patterns of sequence variations that correlate systematically with functional change during evolution (Lichtarge et al., 1996b). Sequence positions
where such patterns occur are called trace residues.
On protein surfaces, clusters of trace residues represent evolutionary privileged sites where variations appear to have functional consequences.
Hence, these clusters are excellent active site candidates. A critical step in this method is to distinguish functional variants so as to divide a
family into functional subgroups. Here, it is known
that branches in the sequence identity tree of IR

Figure 2. The Dendrogram of IR zinc binding domains suggests a key to the functional determinants of the DNA interface. Functionally related sequences, such as thyroid
ZBDs (green) cluster into groups. Early branching from other ZBDs indicates large functional differences. For example, steroid receptor ZBDs diverge from thyroid and retinoid ZBDs at the second branch. Smaller variations such as mineralocorticoid versus glucocorticoid are linked to later divergences, farther from the root. Broken purple lines
display the partition cutoffs, Pn, that divide the tree into n branches. Here for P7, seven groups are de®ned, each in a different color. Trace residues arise in the partitions
shown left, and their variations are shown along the partition line as they occur in each branch (red with yellow background). The earliest trace residues from P1 to P9, are
mostly invariant and contact the most conserved RE bases (Table 1 and Figure 4). Trace residues from later partitions, P15 to P21, vary extensively and bind RE bases that
are themselves more variable. The set of trace residues speci®c to any ZBD can be traced by following its dendrogram branch. Presumably, this set should contain the primary determinants of functional speci®city at the DNA binding site. This suggests that the exchange of trace residues along any two branches should be suf®cient to switch
the DNA functional speci®city of the corresponding ZBDs. Partitions Qn (red line) divide the steroid subtree, and the Q3 partition cutoff is close to P21. Note both ERR
sequences, in cyan, that are part of the steroid branch.
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partitions, P, reveal trace residues at increasing
functional resolution. From P1 through P21 (where
Pn indicates the tree was divided into its ®rst n
branches) we identi®ed a surface cluster of 14 trace
residues that, strikingly, maps precisely to the
interface of the GR ZBD homodimer and its
response element (Figure 3). Elsewhere, three other
trace residues are scattered on the surface, and 12
are buried inside the protein. With respect to this
GR-GRE combination, mutations at 12 of the 14
clustered trace residues cause severe changes in
DNA binding or activation (the last two were not
tested; Thomas, 1993). Other mutations were constructed at six trace residues and four caused
altered phenotypes. Of 21 non-trace residue
mutations, only nine conferred signi®cant phenotypic effects. Thus the predictive value of trace residues with regard to their functional importance is
high, even when measured by a mutational assay
that tests a narrow scope of activity.
These ®ndings suggest that all IRs adopt an
identical tertiary structure for RE binding, and that
contacts to simple response elements are made at a
single surface. This occurs despite variations in the
length of spacer sequences and in the structural
con®gurations of even simple RE half-sites.

Functional specificity: essentials versus
specifics in DNA recognition

Figure 3. Frontal views of the DNA interface from the
glucocorticoid receptor ZBD homodimer. Trace residues
are red in one ZBD and blue in the dimeric counterpart.
As the functional resolution increases as labeled from
P1, P9, P17, to P21, a hierarchy appears among the DNA
binding residues. Trace residues accurately match the
area of contact to the 6 base-pairs of the hormone
response element. The dimer interface is neutral (gray),
likely because heterodimeric ZBDs evolve without
restrictive mutational pressure on that particular interface (see the text). Residue 462 is also neutral, due to its
variation from G to S in the single sequence from the
thyroid receptor subgroup: erbA avier, a viral oncogene
that encodes a TR antagonist. This added functional
information is suf®cient to separate this sequence from
the thyroid group; as a consequence, the entire DNA
contact interface is comprised of trace residues (see the
text).

ZBD correspond to functional divisions of the IR
superfamily (Amero et al., 1992; Laudet et al., 1992)
(Figure 2). Thus, as branches divide from root to
tip, the ZBDs partition into clusters that resolve
ever ®ner functional nuances. As detailed in
Methods, evolutionary traces of these successive

The pattern of amino acid substitution during
evolution and the functional resolution at which
they appear in the trace, separates the 14 trace residues at the DNA interface into two qualitatively
distinct groups (Table 1). Group 1 contains seven
residues that appear early in trace analysis and
that are stringently conserved: ®ve residues (H451,
F463, R466, R489, R496) are from P1 and hence
invariant; K461, which arises at P7, varies only
once (in the Drosophilia tailless gene, tll drome;
Figure 2); and Y452, from P9, is conservatively substituted by F in EGON and VDR. Group 2 comprises residues (511, 493, 458, 465, 459, 490 and
513) that appear at later partitions, P15 and higher,
and in contrast to group1, these undergo many
non-conservative substitutions. For example, position 511 is occupied by R, K, L, V or Q in different
receptors. Both groups include residues that contact backbone phosphates, and others that interact
with bases in the original GR-GRE con®guration.
Interestingly, the base contacts made by group 1
trace residues correspond to invariant base-pairs in
the consensus sequence, whereas group 2 trace
residues contact base-pairs that are signi®cantly
more variable. Assuming that group 1 and group 2
residues have primary roles in the DNA binding
function, we suggest that group 1 de®nes the fundamental architectural template for ZBD-RE coupling, onto which group 2 residues imprint binding
selectivity and other functions. Three observations
highlight the co-evolution of the ZBD with the RE
and support this view.
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Table 1. Name, order of appearance in trace analysis, and RE contact of trace residues at the DNA interface
Partition

Residue

Ê)
Base-pair contact (<4 A

451
463
466
489
496
461

1
1
1
1
1
7

H
F
R
R
R
KA

1
6
5±6
5
5
2, rarely 1 or 3

452
511
493
458
465
459
490
513

9
15
17
17
17
18
21
21

YF
RK L V Q
KPQR
EGDN
GK R
GS A
TK N RS C
GK D EM N

1, rarely 2
0
6 in gr, 7 in er, tr and rxr
4 in gr, 3 in er, tr and rxr
2 in gr, 3-4 in er, tr and rxr
4-5 in gr, 5 only in er, tr
5, 6 and 7
0

Position

Comment

A only in tll drome where
RE varies to AATTCA
F in vdr and egon
Near bp2 in thyroid receptors
Extends beyond half-site
bp3 and 4 are variable
Straddles half-site and spacer
Extends beyond half-site

All residues in this work are labeled as in the rat glucocorticoid receptor (Miesfeld et al., 1984), the base-pair nomenclature is de®ned
in Figure 4.

First, among RXR-TR, GR-GR and ER-ER structures (Luisi et al., 1991; Rastinejad et al., 1995;
Schwabe et al., 1993), trace residues from group 1
are consistently close to, and presumably interact
with identical half-site base-pairs, denoted as bp1,
bp2, bp5 and bp6 (Table 1, Figure 4). These
same base-pairs are common to both consensus sequences (underlined A1G2A3A4C5A6 and
A1G2G3T4C5A6, where superscripts indicate our
base-pair nomenclature) and therefore generally
conserved among simple response elements. In
contrast, trace residues from group 2 display a rich
diversity of contacts to the more variable half-site
base-pairs, bp3 and bp4, or to bases that fall outside the half-site sequences. Thus, conservation or
variability during evolution are mirrored on both
sides of the protein-DNA interface.
Second, K461, in group 1, is generally invariant
and contacts the conserved base-pair bp2 (Luisi
et al., 1991). In one instance however, the Drosophilia tailless gene tll drome, K461 is substituted to alanine. This alteration is accompanied by a change in
the tll drome RE at bp2, where AT replaces the
usually conserved GC base-pair (Pankratz et al.,
1992). Thus 461-bp2 may represent co-variation of
the protein-DNA interface, where both partners of
a contact pair have mutated in concert to preserve
an essential interface contact (Metzenberg et al.,
1993; Moyle et al., 1994).
Third, the unexplained neutrality of residue 462
re¯ects a cryptic functional alteration. This position
only becomes class-speci®c at P50, suggesting it
experiences relatively little selective pressure
during evolution. This is surprising since 462 is
surrounded by trace residues and contacts two
Ê away and bp5 4.6 A
Ê
half-site base-pairs, bp4 3.2 A
away, in the GR ZBD-GRE structure (Luisi et al.,
1991). In ET, a false negative signal can result from
sequencing and alignment errors, from a functional
distinction not re¯ected in the sequence identitybased partitioning (i.e. a ``tree error''), or from a
compensated substitution. From these possibilities,
here, a single thyroid IR family member prevents

462 from attaining trace residue status as early as
P19: the oncogene v-erbA. The v-erbA ZBD resides
within a retrovirus as part of a transduced TR fragment carrying multiple mutations and fused to the
viral gag gene. Unlike TR, v-erbA is unresponsive
to thyroid hormone and represses genes that are
normally activated by thyroid and retinoid hormones (Damm et al., 1989; Sharif & Privalsky,
1991). If we assume that this novel behavior justi®es modi®cation of the sequence identity tree to
place v-erbA in a unique functional group, 462
becomes an early trace residue that now belongs to
group 2.

Primary determinants of recognition
Trace residues therefore include the entire DNA
interface and their mutation patterns are coupled
to RE variations. Since group 1 residues are essentially invariant, we suggest that discerning the
DNA binding selectivity determinants in group 2
reveals at least part of a protein-DNA binding
``key'' for the ZBD structural motif. According to
this view, exchange of cognate group 2 trace residues between ZBDs from different functional
groups might be suf®cient to switch RE binding
selectivity. Such residues, noted on Figure 2, can
be considered as the code selected during evolution to impart ZBDs their RE speci®c properties.
Indeed, a partial exchange of group 2 trace residues (458, 459, 462) between GR and ER, produced
the predicted RE selectivity exchange (Mader et al.,
1989; Umesono & Evans, 1989). In that example we
suspect that the remaining group 2 trace residues,
K511R, P493Q, K513D confer onto ER and GR
subtle differences in recognition speci®city, or in
other aspects of regulation of gene expression. In
contrast to other more general approaches to protein-DNA interaction in zinc ®nger domains
(Suzuki et al., 1995; Wintjens & Rooman, 1996), the
key provided by Figure 2 should be speci®c to the
type II Zn ®ngers fold and to the shape of their
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Figure 4. Contact map between the response element
Ê ) compiled from GR-GR, ER-ER
and trace residues (<4 A
and RXR-TR crystal structures (Luisi et al., 1991;
Rastinejad et al., 1995; Schwabe et al., 1993). A broken
line indicates a contact occurs in only one of these structures. The palindromic RE shown here illustrates the
nomenclature of the half-site base-pairs. The color
scheme indicates the extent of conservation during evolution. The white bases fall outside the consensus
sequences and are most variable. Contacts segregate
mostly between black bases and black residues, and
between gray residues and gray or white bases (and
their associated backbone phosphates). This suggest the
protein-DNA interface has co-evolved to preserve the
critical contacts essential to type II Zn ®nger for binding
DNA (group 1), and to allow variation in other contacts
(group 2) that modulate speci®city.

simple response elements, in¯uenced perhaps in
many cases by interactions with other factors.
The head-to-head dimer interface is conserved
in the steroid receptor subfamily
Given the striking ®nding that only a single surface is conserved throughout the entire IR superfamily, we sought to determine if functional
surfaces could be detected that are speci®c to a
subset of ZBDs. For example, only steroid receptor
ZBDs form head-to-head (HH) homodimers that
recognize palindromic response elements. Conceivably, the common tertiary conformation implied
by the whole superfamily surface described above,
might use distinct dimer interfaces to specify formation of alternative quaternary structures that
accommodate the different RE half-site arrangements. To search for such a surface, we performed
ET analysis over a subfamily restricted to steroid
receptors: AR, GR, PR, MR and ER (see Figure 2).
To distinguish them from those of the complete
superfamily, partitions of that ``steroid receptor
subfamily'' are denoted Qj, where j is the level of
functional resolution. Q1 groups all steroid ZBDs
together, just as partitions P1 to P7 do in the superfamily. At that level, the GR homodimer interface
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is mostly neutral (Figure 5a). At Q2, ER separates
from other steroids, equivalent to partitions P8 to
P21 in the full superfamily. That partition reveals a
cluster of eight trace residues at the HH dimer
interface de®ned for both GR (Luisi et al., 1991)
and ER (Schwabe et al., 1993) by crystallographic
analyses (Figure 5b). At Q3, AR also becomes a distinct group, as in partition P22 in the superfamily.
The Q3 trace residues, shown in Figure 5c (473,
475, 476, 477, 479, 481, 482, 483, 487, 488, 491, 493),
include all 12 HH interface residues.
These results suggest all steroid receptors share
a second functional surface that is not utilized in
other parts of the superfamily. Since this surface
matches the HH dimerization site, it implies that in
this subfamily dimerization at cognate simple
response elements may occur through a common
HH dimer interface housed in this surface.
Testing for function by evolutionary analysis
The studies of the whole superfamily and of the
steroid receptor subfamily could be considered in
part as ``proof-of-principle'', as they demonstrate
the detection of functional interfaces previously
inferred from structural and genetic studies. We
next used ET analysis as a ``functional ®lter'' to
test whether various subgroups or individual
members of the superfamily share surfaces identi®ed in a given subfamily, and by inference,
whether they share common functions (see
Figure 6).
Consider for example the two estrogen related
receptors that branch off the main group of steroid
ZBDs as subgroup ERR (Figure 2). This ancestral
link suggests ERRs may homodimerize at palindromic REs, and therefore the HH dimer interface
should be conserved in that group. Yet ET analysis
of ``Q3 plus ERR'', where ERR is added back to Q3
as a separate subgroup, shows that residues 479
and 491 are lost from the HH dimer interface
(Figure 5d). These two residues are not neighbors
and are unlikely to compensate for each other's
variation. Furthermore only two sequences are
available so the extent of ERR variations is underestimated. Thus it appears that 479 and 491 are not
strongly conserved in ERR. To quantify the impact
of trace residue loss at the interface we de®ned an
interface score, ISn, that counts the pairs of conserved or class speci®c residues (where each monomer contributes one residue to each pair) within n
angstroms of each other. Table 2 shows that the
Ê declines from 19 (100%) to 11
interface score at 4 A
(58%) when ERR is added to Q3. This suggests that
ERR receptors may dimerize through a different
interface, or that may they not dimerize at all. Evidence favors the latter interpretation since hERR1
binds as a monomer to an extended half-site (Yang
et al., 1996). Thus ET is highly sensitive to the
absence of a functional surface in subgroups that
appear to ®t into a given functional category by
sequence analysis alone.
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Figure 5. Any grouping of related proteins may be selected for ET analysis. Some may uncover subgroup speci®c
functional interfaces. Here ET is performed at increasing functional resolution on the steroid receptors only (a to c:
from Q1 to Q3). At Q3 the head-to-head dimer interface is clearly visible. Adding ERR to Q3 signi®cantly reduces the
IS score (Table 2) and neutralizes partially the interface (d). This suggests that ERR may not homodimerize. Similarly,
adding THR (e), RXR (h), or PPAR (f) to Q3 neutralizes the homodimer interface. In contrast, that interface remains
nearly intact in Q3  RAR (g), suggesting that RAR may use that interface for some part of its activity.
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Figure 6. ET as a functional ®lter. Top row: ET identi®es two active sites common to two subgroups: at the intersection of residues invariant in each one. Middle row: a test group is added, that performs the same functions at the
same sites. Residues from the conserved active sites are also mostly invariant in that test group and ET again ®nds a
signi®cant intersection. Bottom row: a new subgroup is added that does not perform the function associated with site
2. During evolution residues at the site of interest are free to vary in this new group and the intersection generated
by ET is empty. Thus starting from a subgroup that conserves a functional surface, we can ascertain the likelihood
that a new group or an individual member also conserves that surface.

Similarly, we computed the impact on the interface score of inserting other subgroups into Q3, the
steroid-only analysis. Retinoid subfamily receptors
bind direct or inverted repeats of half-sites and
therefore would not be expected to carry the HH
dimer interface. As predicted, TR, PPAR and RXR
reduced the IS contact score at the dimer interface
by over half (Figure 5e, f, h and Table 2). Surprisingly however, adding RAR to Q3 neutralizes only
three trace residues, all of them at peripheral positions (V473I, N481T and I483QV, see Figure 5 g).
(Residues 473 and 483 were also neutral in Q2, and
we infer that they are permissive for HH dimerization, as AR-MR heterodimerization occurs over
palindromic REs (D. Pearce, personal communication)). Overall, RAR preserves 15 of 19 (79%)
interface contacts between trace residues. This is
on the same order as Q2, and it is signi®cantly
greater than any other subgroup (Table 2). Because
17 RAR sequences (mammalian and amphibian)
are included in this trace, these results are unlikely
to re¯ect inadequate sampling. We suggest that a
surface similar to the GR HH dimer interface may
thus be important to some aspect of RAR function.

One intriguing possibility is that RARs dimerize
over palindromic REs in an HH con®guration. This
hypothesis would be strengthened if RAR and the
steroid subfamily contained additional functional
surfaces related to the HH con®guration. The
novel ``LH site'' described below may provide
such an example.
The LH site, a novel regulatory interface?
A cluster of six trace residues emerges from ET
analysis on Q3  RAR (465, 466, 469, 470, 471 and
472, magenta in Figure 7). Although positions 465
and 466 can contact DNA at the palindromic GRE,
the other four positions are distinct from both the
RE and the HH dimer interfaces. Nevertheless, the
structural coherence and context of this cluster
suggests a functional signi®cance. First, loop 469 to
472 is the surface accessible C-terminal extension
of the recognition a-helix that binds the major
groove of the half-site (Figure 7a). We propose this
region thus provides a ``lever handle'' (LH) from
which the ZBD-RE interaction state can be ``read''
or in¯uenced. Second, the HH dimeric con®gur-
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Table 2. Interface score at different distance cutoffs
Ê)
ISn (n in A
Q1
Q2
Q3 (maximum)
Q3  ERR
Q3  TR
Q3  PPAR
Q3  RAR
Q3  RXR

IS3

IS4

IS5

IS6

0
5
5
3
3
1
4
3

0
15
19
11
8
2
15
9

0
23
33
19
17
7
24
16

1
31
48
30
25
10
34
22

ISn counts, over the entire HH dimer interface, the number of
trace to trace residue contacts within n angstroms between each
monomer.

ation places two LH sites, one from each ZBD, in
the major groove of the RE spacer sequence, on the
backside relative to the half-sites (Figure 7b). Thus,
the LH site is ideally positioned to bind protein
factors that would straddle the RE, on the side
opposite the ZBD. The 2-fold rotationally symmetric nature of the LH clusters suggests these factors may themselves bind as dimers that: (1)
together with the receptor, produce a complex that
encircles the RE; (2) speci®cally recognize the
spacer sequence; and (3) in¯uence the ZBD and its
interaction with the RE through the half-site

recognition helix. Although such factors have not
been identi®ed, it is apparent that most if not all
naturally occurring response elements are composite arrangements of multiple protein binding
sites (Grosschedl, 1995; Zawel & Reinberg, 1995).

Deriving function using group specific
interfaces
As each branch of a protein family radiates
away from a common ancestor, it may conserve,
modify or lose ancestral functions, and acquire
novel properties (Benner, 1989). We have shown
that ET can identify surfaces common to different
subgroups of the IR superfamily, and by inference,
common functions. In addition, we identi®ed surfaces unique to some subgroups that perform a
function not found in other groups. Thus, the HH
dimer interface was undetectable in analyses of the
whole superfamily, but emerged unequivocally
when ET analysis focused on the steroid receptor
subfamily. This suggests that steroid subfamily
homodimerization through the HH interface is
functionally important, and that this surface is not
essential for most members of the retinoid receptor
subfamily.

Figure 7. The ``lever handle'' site
(LH) forms a putative interaction
surface for additional regulatory
factors. The LH site, in magenta, is
the C-terminal tip of the DNA
binding helix (top view). It extends
beyond the major groove of the RE,
so it remains visible and accessible
after a 90 degree rotation about the
horizontal (bottom view). This
view shows the free face of the
response element with the bound
ZBD mostly hidden on the backside. In the head-to-head dimer
con®guration shown here, the LH
sites from each ZBD frame both
ends of the major groove from the
RE spacer sequence. We speculate
that the LH site is ideally placed to
bind a putative additional regulatory factor (black broken lines) that
would (1) recognize the major
groove of the spacer sequence, (2)
complete encirclement of the RE,
and (3) grip the end of the ZBD
DNA-binding helix at the LH sites
to directly in¯uence ZBD-RE
interaction.
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It is worth noting that this analysis may be complicated or even compromised at surface residues
that specify more than one function, each of which
is evolving independently or separately. The incidence of such multifunctional residues is not
known. Position K461, though, is both a group 1
trace residue for DNA binding, and a key residue
for interpreting signaling information that speci®es
whether the receptor will activate or repress transcription (Starr et al., 1996). Because both functions
appear in this case to be broadly conserved within
the superfamily, they do not interfere with each
other in the ET analysis.
The identi®cation of the function-speci®c HH
dimerization surface has several interesting implications. First, the HH interface appears to be as
critical to dimerization in the steroid subfamily as
the DNA interface is to DNA binding. This is
based on the observation that Q3  P21 (the levels
of functional resolution at which the HH interface
and the DNA binding site are fully resolved nearly
coincide in Figure 1), which suggests that quantitatively similar selective pressures operate on the
steroid dimer interface and on the DNA binding
site.
Second, our analysis revealed no constraints at
the dimer interface to preclude head-to-head heterodimerization between PR, MR and GR. Indeed,
in Q3, these ZBDs form a common group and the
entire dimer interface consists of trace residues.
Hence their dimer interfaces are identical. Barring
extrinsic factors that block such interactions, we
predict that HH heterodimerization will occur
between PR, MR and GR. Biologically relevant heterodimerization between GR-MR has already been
reported (Liu et al., 1995). Moreover, the observation of AR-MR and ER-GR heterodimers (Pearce,
personal communication), raises the possibility that
heterodimerization may occur between AR or ER
and any one of GR, PR and MR.
Third, the striking reduction in the HH dimer
interface score when ERR, PPAR, RXR or THR
were added to Q3 implied that the HH interface is
rather unimportant for those receptors. Conversely,
maintenance of the interface score when RAR was
added to Q3 strongly suggested that the HH interface is conserved in RAR. Such functional ®ltering
can infer the absence or presence of functional
commonality regardless of whether subgroups or
individual members appear to be phylogenetic
neighbors.
Finally, we suggest that the ancestral intracellular receptor may have been steroid-receptorlike. A conserved HH dimerization interface in
both RARs and steroids ZBDs is compatible either
with divergent evolution from a common ancestor,
or with convergent evolution of the retinoid and
steroid subfamilies. However, that the latter has
occurred simultaneously at two functional surfaces
(the HH interface and the LH site) is less likely
than the former.
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Conclusion
Integrating genomic, structural and
functional information
A torrent of information is emerging from biological research. Entire genomes are sequenced
(Fleischmann et al., 1995), distinct protein domain
folds now number nearly 500 (Murzin et al., 1995),
and cellular pathways are being dissected with
molecular precision (Ameisen, 1996). Soon we will
possess sequence-based phylogenies and representative three-dimensional structures for many proteins of key developmental, signaling, metabolic
and regulatory pathways. This explosive growth in
raw information far outstrips our ability to use it,
or even to organize it. This will likely remain the
case until we better understand the relationship
between protein sequence and structure (Moult,
1996; Rost & Sander, 1996), and how functional
surfaces determine protein interactions (Barlow
et al., 1986; Honig & Nicholls, 1995; MacCallum
et al., 1996; Miller et al., 1987; Schreiber & Fersht,
1995; Wells, 1994; Janim & Chothia, 1990; Jones &
Thornton, 1997). As one approach to bridging this
gap, the evolutionary trace method links genomic,
structural and functional data by assessing how
changes in one parameter impact the other two.
We found that all ZBDs share at least one common DNA binding mode. Systematic analysis of
the correlation of variation patterns with RE selectivity reveals a striking generality: the strongest
trace residues (group 1, most invariant) contact the
most conserved RE bases, and the weaker trace
residues (group 2, more variable) contact variable
bases. Such evolutionary coupling suggests that
these residues are the primary determinants of
functional speci®city at the DNA interface. A swap
of trace residues between ZBDs should then be suf®cient to switch their properties at that interface.
Although it is fold-dependent, this approach to
linking speci®c residues with the properties of a
functional site should be applicable to protein-protein, protein-RNA and protein-DNA interactions.
Trace analysis of a subgroup from a larger protein family can also identify functional surfaces
unique to that subgroup, such as the head-to-head
dimerization site of steroid receptors. Conservation
(RAR) or disappearance (ERR, RXR, . . . ) of this
site when additional subgroups are included provides a sensitive test for common functions
between proteins. Because these sites can be relatively small compared to the entire protein
sequence, and because other functions at other
sites may have greater weight in the protein
sequence alignment, these functional relationships
may escape detection in surveys of sequence identity trees alone. Here, the ability to map trace residues on a structure allows to resolve the evolution
of different functions that map to different parts of
the structure. This added structural resolution
should prove a useful adjunct to standard
sequence-based studies of functional similarity. For
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example, it leads us to propose here that RARs
may dimerize head-to-head in certain contexts, as
steroid IRs do.
The LH site is a second subgroup speci®c interface preserved in steroid IRs and RARs. It is ideally
situated to bind protein factors that would help
regulate transcription and interact speci®cally with
spacer sequences. The large N-terminal and Cterminal segments of IRs are implicated in gene
activation and silencing. Conceivably, one or both
of these domains might interact with the ZBD LH
sites. These hypotheses can be directly tested. In
general, evolutionary trace analysis should help to
focus mutational studies and to alter the speci®city
of the transcriptional regulatory machinery.

Methods
Evolutionary trace
The rat glucocorticoid receptor zinc binding
domain was the query in a FASTA (Pearson &
Lipman, 1988) search of the SWISSPROT database,
version 33.0 (Bleasby & Wootton, 1990) that recovered 118 distinct IRs. A preliminary alignment was
based upon pairwise sequence identity (Feng &
Doolittle, 1987) using PILEUP from the GCG
sequence analysis package (Devereux et al., 1984).
Segments aligned with the rat GR ZBD (residues
432 to 515) were excised and realigned using PILEUP to generate a de®nitive alignment and sequence
identity dendrogram (or tree) that is independent
of the N-terminal and C-terminal domains. Extensive sequence identity between IRs rendered the
alignment insensitive to the choice of gap parameter.
The dendrogram tree generated by PILEUP
divides the family of ZBD sequences through successive binary branch points (Sneath & Sokal,
1973). From root to tip, the tree divides the entire
family into an increasing number of clusters, and
these narrow to contain fewer but increasingly
similar sequences (Figure 2). Our basic assumption
is that proteins found in the same branch have
greater functional commonality to each other than
to proteins that reside in different branches.
Accordingly, we interpret each branch point as
de®ning a new, functionally speci®c partition of
the protein family (Lichtarge et al., 1996b; a partition is a set of non-overlapping subsets whose
union is the entire family). The ®rst partition, P1, at
the root branch consists of a single cluster comprising all sequences. The second partition, P2, has two
clusters, each comprising the sequences from one
of the ®rst two branches of the tree. The ith partition Pi, has i clusters, each comprising sequences
from one of the ®rst i branches of the tree.
Additional partitions can be de®ned up to i  118,
the total number of sequences, at that point every
sequence de®nes its own branch. When i is small,
Pi has only i clusters, and each will contain many
sequences with potentially diverse functional
characteristics. As i increases, Pi has more clusters

consisting of fewer proteins that are increasingly
similar functionally. Thus i de®nes the level of
functional resolution.
For each i, we applied trace analysis to Pi as follows. Positions in the multiple sequence alignment
of ZBDs were denoted neutral if they were occupied by more than a single amino acid within any
one cluster of Pi. Remaining positions were either
conserved (completely invariant) or class-speci®c
(varying between but not within functional subgroups). Together, conserved and class speci®c
residues de®ne trace residues associated with Pi.
By construction, trace residues track with sequence
divergence, at functional resolution i. Since we
assume that sequence divergence approximates
functional divergence, trace residues are likely to
be functionally important, at the ith level of functional resolution.
In a last step, trace residues were mapped onto
the GR ZBD complexed to a palindromic glucocorticoid response element (Luisi et al., 1991). Trace
residues buried in the internal packing core of the
proteins may be important to structural stability as
well as function, but as they are not generally solvent accessible, we assumed that they would not
be directly involved in intermolecular interactions;
thus, they were not considered in our analysis. In
contrast, trace residues on the protein surface are
solvent accessible and could readily specify surfaces for functional interactions with other molecules. Clustered trace residues de®ne evolutionary
``hot-spots'', where amino acid variations would be
expected to correlate strongly with functional
change. In turn, this property should be pathognomonic of functional surfaces. Subgroup analysis
was performed over selected branches from the
dendrogram rather than over the entire ZBD
family. Position numbering always refers to the rat
glucocorticoid receptor sequence (Miesfeld et al.,
1984).
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